Pre- and post-encephalitic neuropsychological profile of a 7-year-old girl.
Our understanding of the neuropsychological effects of encephalitis has largely come from studies in which the level of premorbid functioning is estimated. Moreover, data on the neuropsychological effects of encephalitogenic pathogens other than the herpes simplex virus (HSV) are scant. We present the case of a 7-year-old girl who had intellectual and language assessment seven months prior to the onset of non-HSV encephalitis (possible aetiology: Mycoplasma pneumoniae), and again post-encephalitis. MRI post-illness demonstrated basal frontal, temporal and (limited) parietal damage. Details of speech, psychological and neuropsychological assessments were also documented. Pervasive changes were apparent in the domains of personality, behaviour, emotionality, attention, executive function, speech, language and memory. The patient's profile appears to differ most from that seen following typical HSV encephalitis with respect to marked executive and attentional difficulties. Her deficits appear to reflect both her acute basal brain injury and more diffuse insult, probably caused by postinfectious encephalitis.